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INTRODUCTION

METHODS & RESULTS

Drawing on ideas from usage-based cognitive
construction grammars (Langacker 2008) and
exemplar-/memory-based models of language
processing (Daelemans and van den Bosch 2005).
this paper proposes a corpus-based methodology
that is geared to predict the processing demand of
complex linguistic structures.

Goal I: Detect deeply entrenched RCCs

Assumptions:
I. All linguistic experiences (~exemplars) are
stored in memory (from MBL)
a. Extensionally, linguistic knowledge is the
set of all stored exemplars
II. Subsets may form coherent groups
(exemplar clusters), which are structured on
the basis of similarity (from MBL)
III. To comprehend a linguistic form is either
a. to look it up in memory
b. or look up nearest neighbor & use
analogical reasoning (from MBL)
IV. Look-up is fastest for recurrent (sequences
of) forms (MBL & entrenchment in CxG)
V. Relevant units in this process are be signs,
but these can be complex and abstract (CxG)

Hypothesis
The processing demand of a complex patterns
is a function of its degree of entrenchment
(and the degree of entrenchment of its knearest neighbors).
Test case phenomenon:
English finite non-subject relative clause
constructions (RCC-types)
Goals of this paper:
I. Detect deeply entrenched RCC-types
II. Build constructional network of these RCCtypes
III. Predict processing demand from network
position (and check corpus-based findings
against experimental results)

Technique: (Hierarchical) Configural
Analysis (hCFA, von Eye 1990)

CONCLUSIONS

Frequency

A RCC-type is considered to be deeply entrenched, iff
its observed frequency is statistically significantly
higher than its expected frequency
Results: Detection of 237 significant types (p < .01)
• 7 fully specified types (CFA)
• 230 types w/ exactly 1 unfilled slot (hCFA))
Example: Cs3: The only thing you could do is is is is
is do something for money here …
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Goal II: Structure RCC-types
on the basis of similarity
Technique: Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
similarity = distance in Euclidean space
amalgamation via neighbor joining tree
estimation (Saitou and Nei 1987)
results in unrooted tree structures
C.w2: The matter [ on which Mr
Pitkin had required advice ] was the
estate.

C.s2: All I’m saying is we’ll
have might have to take a bit
extra time to get there.

C.s1: That’s all I have done.
C.s4: It’s something that we were
doing two or three weeks ago.

Nº = 329 finite non-subject RCC

C.w1: The matter [ on which Mr
Pitkin had required advice ] was the
estate.

Elaborating the network:
Inclusion of hCFA types

i. Lohmi drank the only beer RC[that he
brought __ to the party].
ii. The beer RC[that Lohmi brought __ ]
was the first to go.
Variables used in description (theory-driven)
Factor
Levels
1. medium/register
(spoken/written)
2. syntactic type of head
(+/- lexical)
3. “uniqueness” adjective
(+/- present )
4. contentfulness of head
(+/- low)
5. animacy of head
(+/- animate)
6. definiteness of head
(+/- definite)
7. syn. type of RC-subject
(+/- lexical)
8. relativizer
(present/absent)
9. type of embedding
(right /center)

29 = 512 possible types of RCCs

Spoken types exhibit all properties that
have been identified in experimental
studies to facilitate processing, such as
a. Animacy of RC subject facilitates
processing (Mak et al. 2004)
b. Presence of prenominal adjectives
makes RC more predictable & thus
easier to process (Jaeger and Wasow
2008)
c. Pronominal RC subject indicates high
accessibility of referents & that
facilitates processing (Reali &
Christiansen 2007)
d. Morphosyntactic dissimilarity of head
& RC subject facilitates processing
(Gordon et al. 2004)
e. Semantic indeterminacy of head
(generic head noun) facilitates
processing (Gennari & MacDonald
2008)
Results encourage the further pursuit of
the idea that a combination of
constructionist and memory-based
processing approaches is beneficial to
both programmes.
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